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 ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the threats diabetic patients face when they use smart glucose monitoring 
devices. We study those threats from three different angles:

1. The security and privacy of a smart glucose monitoring device. We have selected and 
analysed one of the most widely used systems. Contrary to the poor security levels we 
unfortunately often see in IoT devices, this device has been designed with care. It is not 
perfect, though (nothing is), and we discuss two issues.

2. Malware. Compromising a smart glucose monitoring device is only one of the ways in which 
such a system can be attacked – and perhaps not the most effective. Indeed, patients rely on 
their smartphones to read their glucose levels, and this only remains safe as long as the 
smartphone is not compromised. We uncover several diabetic-related pieces of malware. 
While they are scams and do not directly affect the health of victims, they do have 
side-effects that can impact the victim’s ability to deal with their diabetes.

3. The Darknet. Our research reveals that cybercriminals have a strong interest in the medical 
sector. We have collected evidence of trading for many different treatments specifi cally for 
diabetes.

 INTRODUCTION
The medical sector is certainly one of those domains which particularly deserves our attention. 
Numerous hospitals have been targeted by ransomware [1–4] and the trend has only been increasing 
with attacks on IoT devices [5]. For example, [6] relates the case of an infected spectrometer which 
was sending outband spam email and mining cryptocurrencies. These attacks are not as sensational 
as the assassination of the Vice President of the USA in the TV series Homeland, but they are real, 
and so is their impact (fi nancial loss, privacy leaks, etc.).

We decided to study a practical case: what threats do diabetic patients using a smart device face? 
Diabetes, more precisely diabetes mellitus, is a ‘chronic disease caused by inherited and/or acquired 
defi ciency in production of insulin by the pancreas, or by the ineffectiveness of the insulin produced. 
Such a defi ciency results in increased concentrations of glucose in the blood, which in turn damage 
many of the body’s systems, in particular the blood vessels and nerves.’ [7]. Diabetes is an interesting 
research topic for several reasons: (1) it is a life-threatening condition, (2) it requires daily attention, 
and (3) it affects up to 9% of adults worldwide.

The fi rst part of our study concerns the security and privacy of an IoT device, a glucose sensor, which 
is popular among diabetic patients and commercialized around the world. Then we discuss 
diabetic-related malware and cybercrime.
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 SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF A FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
Diabetic patients have to measure their blood glucose levels regularly (e.g. four to six times per day) 
and decide whether to inject insulin or not, depending on the level. Typically, they prick their 
fi ngertip and measure blood glucose using a blood glucose meter. This repeated routine is tedious, 
and as a consequence, systems that automatically measure blood glucose levels are seen by many 
patients as a great relief. In such automated systems, a sensor is applied to the patient’s skin, which 
measures the amount of glucose in interstitial tissue and transmits the data to a blood glucose reader. 
Note that testing glucose in interstitial tissue is not quite the same as testing directly in blood but it 
usually gives acceptable results [8]. These automated systems fall into two categories: Continuous 
Glucose Monitoring (CGM) systems and Flash Glucose Monitoring (FGM) systems. The main 
difference is that CGMs measure the glucose level continuously and require calibration, while FGMs 
only measure a few times per hour.

The FGM system we have investigated consists of two parts:

1. A glucose sensor. The sensor comes in two parts: (1) the actual enzyme sensor with a soft 
needle, and (2) the electronics. 

2. A smartphone with a dedicated mobile application supporting NFC to communicate with the 
glucose sensor. As for the mobile application, there is choice between the offi cial app and 
several others developed by independent and/or open-source communities: Glimp, xDrip, 
OpenLibre, Liapp, Glycemia, etc.

Sensor lifecycle

The glucose sensor is assembled then applied to the patient’s skin. It must then be activated to 
become operational. This can be done via an NFC scan of the sensor with the offi cial app or the 
Glimp S app. The sensor enters a warm-up period (one hour in Europe) before fi nally being ready to 
use. Note that the warm-up period exists for medical reasons, because when you apply the sensor the 
soft needle causes some (usually minor) local tissue disruption that the body heals with an 
infl ammatory reaction that consumes glucose and hence alters the glucose readings [8]. The warm-up 
period allows time for the glucose signal to stabilize. The length of the warm-up period varies 
between countries depending on how strict the regulations are in the different countries [9].

The sensor expires after 14 days and must be replaced by a new one. This point will be detailed later. 
The glucose sensor is sold for approximately 60 euros.

As summarized in Figure 1, from a security and privacy angle, threats to this system are located:

1. In the sensor itself (e.g. hardware tampering) 

2. In the communication between the sensor and the smartphone (NFC hacks) 

3. On the smartphone: mobile app or compromise of the phone itself. 

Hardware 

While hardware attacks are theoretically possible (e.g. tampering with the sensor to produce 
different glucose readings), they seem both diffi cult to conduct and of limited interest in practice. 
Therefore, we will quickly run through this part, mainly because it helps understand the sensor’s 
architecture.
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The sensor casing is diffi cult to open without damage [10]. We developed our own method by 
unclipping the enzyme sensor and then introducing a thin blade between the upper and lower parts of 
the casing. Once opened, we identifi ed an RF430 chip, an NFC antenna, a temperature sensor and 
JTAG test points.

The temperature sensor ensures the sensor is being operated in correct temperature conditions. It 
probably also serves as a basic hack detection system, detecting whether or not the sensor is being 
worn on a human body.

NFC communication

There are several NFC fl avours. The best known is probably ISO 14443, for instance Mifare cards. 
Our glucose sensor uses a lesser known model, known as vicinity cards or ISO 15693. A vicinity 
card can be read at a longer distance than a proximity card, and still does not need to be powered. 
The reading distance remains short, and while the standard claims up to one metre, diabetic users 
report that the glucose sensor won’t transmit over more than 4cm. Note that this may be due to the 
NFC reader (or the smartphone acting as an NFC reader). A reader with a larger antenna loop should 
theoretically be able to read at a longer distance.

This leads us to the fi rst vulnerability: the sensor can be read by anyone. There is no authentication 
mechanism, no pairing, no device lock. In some cases, this is a useful ‘feature’: a doctor can scan the 
glucose sensor of his patient. The downside is that the sensor is open to anyone. In a packed bus, an 
attacker could scan and read the glucose level of a diabetic person without being noticed. A prying 
employer or an insurance company would instantly know their employee or client had diabetes, etc. 
We confi rmed the issue by reading the glucose sensor without any problem with HydraBus NFC [11] 
and Proxmark 3 [12] using, respectively, the commands scan continuous and hf search.

Reading a glucose measure is more complicated because you need to understand where the measures 
are located and their format. We reversed the memory map of the sensor with help from the code of 
open-source mobile applications [13, 14].

Figure 1: Privacy and security threats on the FGM.
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A glucose measure consists of a six-byte record. There is one new glucose measure per minute. The 
16 most recent records are known as trend records. Then, a historic record is created. The sensor 
memorizes 32 historic records. At all times, the sensor keeps track of the index of the current trend 
record, the index of the current historic record, and the number of minutes since the sensor was 
activated. The sensor’s memory map is detailed below:

Byte number Description

26 Current trend index

27 Current history index

28 - 123 Trend records. Six-byte records. 16 records.

124 - 315 History records. Six-byte records. 32 records.

316 Low nibble for sensor time

317 High nibble for sensor time

The format of a glucose record is heavily obfuscated in the offi cial application, so open-source 
applications interpret them with slight differences, using only the fi rst two bytes. Knowing this, we 
can read a glucose measure by sending an NFC Read Single Block (0x20) or Read Multiple 
Blocks (0x23) command.

For example, the command below issues a Read Single Block command to read block number 4. 
The content of this block is 00 31 82 0F 00 C0 C6 31 82 (the last two bytes, 05 BE, are a 
CRC). In this case, the glucose record consists of the six bytes, 0F 00 C0 C6 31 82. They indicate 
a glucose measure of 1.5 mg/dL. This is extremely low because in this case the sensor had been 
removed from the human body and was no longer measuring glucose.

proxmark3> hf 15 cmd raw -c 02 20 04

received 11 octets

00 31 82 0F 00 C0 C6 31 82 05 BE 

The next attack scenario to test is the modifi cation of glucose measures. Fortunately, this does not 
work on the sensor because NFC blocks are locked. In the command below, we tried to overwrite 
block 27. The answer is explicit: this is impossible, the block is locked.

proxmark3> hf 15 cmd write u 27 00 00 00 00 78 00 00 00

Tag returned Error 18: The specifi ed block is locked and its content cannot be 
changed.

Note that we tried several methods to overwrite blocks: unaddressed/addressed mode, different block 
numbers (all were locked) and raw write command. We got the ‘block locked’ error in all cases, so 
the sensor is not vulnerable to glucose records modifi cation attacks.

Finally, as mentioned before, there is no authentication or pairing method between the sensor and 
the mobile application, and consequently the sensor can be read by anybody. The opposite is true 
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as well: the mobile application cannot check that it is talking to the appropriate sensor. This means 
that an attacker can create a fake sensor using a Magic ISO 15693 card [15] and write fake glucose 
entries to the card. The mobile application does not have any way to detect that the sensor is fake. 
In fact, the offi cial application won’t talk to a sensor it hasn’t activated, so the attack will only 
work on a fake sensor with the same UID as the current real sensor. Non-offi cial applications don’t 
have this restriction though. However, if the attack scenario is to have the victim read incorrect 
glucose values, it is far simpler to implement a fake mobile application, as we will discuss in the 
malware section.

Mobile application

For mobile applications that communicate with the glucose sensor, we are particularly concerned by 
privacy leaks. The threats are easy to assess on open-source apps, but more diffi cult on closed-source 
ones. We investigated the offi cial app, which fortunately has been implemented with care. We have 
not witnessed any medical data leak.

The application accesses the Internet in the following circumstances:

• Licence verifi cation at startup, using Google’s StrictPolicy. This ensures the application is 
the one that comes from the Play Store. 

• User login and access to user profi le (via HTTPS). The user profi le contains limited information: 
name, date of birth, email, country, password. 

• Intentional medical data sharing services (e.g. Diasend). 

• Analytics. The application uses Firebase to log any event (Android activity classes, user 
interactions with the app, etc.). This is the most disturbing privacy issue we have noted. The 
information is not sensitive, but the level of detail is worrying. It tracks every single move of the 
end-user with the application.

05-24 08:20:11.384 V/FA      (13108): Event recorded: Event{appId=’com.
XXXXXXXXXXXX’, name=’screen_view(_vs)’, params=Bundle[{fi rebase_event_
origin(_o)=auto, fi rebase_previous_class(_pc)=SplashActivity, fi rebase_previous_
id(_pi)=-3985357911052850480, fi rebase_screen_class(_sc)=HomeActivity, fi rebase_
screen_id(_si)=-3985357911052850479}]}

05-24 08:20:11.436 D/FA      (17498): Logging event (FE): SYS_UNEXPECTED, 
Bundle[{fi rebase_event_origin(_o)=app, fi rebase_screen_class(_sc)=HomeActivity, 
fi rebase_screen_id(_si)=-3985357911052850479}]

05-24 08:20:11.526 D/FA      (17498): Logging event (FE): user_engagement(_e), 
Bundle[{fi rebase_event_origin(_o)=auto, engagement_time_msec(_et)=290, fi rebase_
screen_class(_sc)=HomeActivity, fi rebase_screen_id(_si)=-3985357911052850479}]

Wear time

The sensor expires after exactly 14 days (before 2018, the limit was 10 days in the US [9]).

We have been able to show that the sensor continues to work after that period. For example, in the 
following, a sensor aged 14 days 5 hours and 16 minutes is still measuring glucose every minute (the 
sensor has been removed from the human body, which explains the low glucose values).
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Trend index: 11

Historic index: 20

Sensor bytes: high=0x4f low=0xfc

Sensor running since 20476 minutes (14 days, 5:16:00)

----

...

Trend record no.11: 2700c0e6ef80 =   3.9 mg/dL

Trend record no.12: 2800c0f2af80 =   4.0 mg/dL

...

As an experiment, we dissolved sugar in hot water, poured the solution over a sponge, and pinned the 
sensor to the sponge. The sensor (now aged 14 days, 5 hours and 23 minutes) clearly works. Initially, 
the record index was 8: the glucose level goes up to 35.5 mg/dL (record index 10 to 15) and then 
back down to the original 3.9 mg/dL (after index 15, read index 0 - 2).

Figure 2: Wet sponge with sugar.

Trend index: 2

Historic index: 21

Sensor bytes: high=0x50 low=0x3

Sensor running since 20483 minutes (14 days, 5:23:00)

----

Trend record no. 0: 6f00c0f2d900 =  11.1 mg/dL

Trend record no. 1: 4880c0369c00 =   7.2 mg/dL

Trend record no. 2: 2700c0deaf80 =   3.9 mg/dL

Trend record no. 3: 2700c0eaaf80 =   3.9 mg/dL

Trend record no. 4: 2600c0f6af80 =   3.8 mg/dL

Trend record no. 5: 2600c0f6af80 =   3.8 mg/dL

Trend record no. 6: 2700c0faaf80 =   3.9 mg/dL

Trend record no. 7: 2600c0eaaf80 =   3.8 mg/dL

Trend record no. 8: 2600c0f2af80 =   3.8 mg/dL

Trend record no. 9: 2600c002f080 =   3.8 mg/dL

Trend record no.10: 6381802a1580 =  35.5 mg/dL

Trend record no.11: fb8088d29300 =  25.1 mg/dL

Trend record no.12: 9500c07ed400 =  14.9 mg/dL

Trend record no.13: c100c87c1501 =  19.3 mg/dL

Trend record no.14: a000c8b81601 =  16.0 mg/dL

Trend record no.15: 8700c04ed800 =  13.5 mg/dL
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Sensor expiration is implemented in the mobile application. The code below shows that the application 
checks that the difference between the current time and the activation date is not greater than the 
maximum wear time (14 days). This wear time, along with the warm-up time after activation, is not 
found in the Dalvik executable but read from a native library, libDataProcessing.so. This makes it 
more diffi cult to hack the values.

private SensorEntity addSensorToDatabase(User arg25, String arg26, Object 
activationtime, Object arg28, TimeZone arg29, Object current_time_obj, 
Object arg31, Object arg32, int arg33, int warmupperiodinminutes, int 
weardurationinminutes) throws SensorExpiredException {

 DefaultSensorAbstractionService v1 = this;

 Object activation_time_obj = activationtime;

 int max = weardurationinminutes;

 if(v1.timeOfDayAdapter.toMilliseconds(current_time_obj) - 
v1.timeOfDayAdapter.toMilliseconds(activation_time_obj) > TimeUnit.MINUTES.
toMillis(((long)max))) {

  throw new SensorExpiredException();

 }

 ...

Why 14 days? Why not 15? Why can’t patients choose to have some extra time with their sensor if 
they really need it? The reason is not technical. The sensor could remain operational much longer 
and the restriction is enforced in software. The real reason is medical... or business-related. From a 
medical perspective, the device has been certifi ed for 14 days [16], and it is obviously a good idea to 
remove the sensor after a while and let the skin heal. We leave the business reasons to the reader’s 
imagination.

MALWARE

Another type of attack scenario relies on smartphone compromise.

For example, if an attacker installs malware on a smartphone, s/he will be able to exfi ltrate medical 
data. The malware will need to gain access to the mobile application’s private storage (in particular 
apollo.db and sas.db), but this is immediate on rooted devices, for instance.

An attacker can also implement a fake mobile glucose application that gives incorrect glucose 
readings. There is no way to prevent this. The offi cial application does try to ensure that the 
application is installed from Google Play via Google’s License Verifi cation Library. This will 
somewhat limit trojanized versions, but not entirely, and malware can be installed from other 
marketplaces.

An optimist would argue that, besides movie scenarios, there is no motivation for a cybercriminal to 
create a fake glucose application. We refute this argument, having found several malicious 
applications concerning diabetes management. Their motivation is not really to kill or harm a 
patient’s health, but yet again to make money. 

All of the applications shown in Figure 3 are either potentially unwanted apps (e.g. adware), or plain 
malware:
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• Android/FakeGlucoSms.A!tr: This is an old and typical SMS fraud application. It claims to 
provide access to a glucose diabetes management application, but only through a paid 
subscription service, via SMS messages (depositmobi / mobi911). While trying to appear 
legitimate, nothing is clear in this system: the number of SMSs to be sent depends on the 
network operator, the user agreement is abusive, SMSs may be resent if the application is 
‘activated’ again, etc. Experienced malware analysts will have seen several such cases in the past 
between 2012 and 2014 [17]. This particular sample also reads a confi guration fi le, from which 
it will read the URLs of other mobile applications to silently install. 

Figure 3: Malicious diabetes management applications for Android smartphones.
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public void onCreate(Bundle arg4) {
 super.onCreate(arg4);
 this.actor = new Actor(((Context)this), TextUtils.
getOperatorString(((Context)this)));

 // show link to paid fi le when more than 2 SMS messages have been sent
  if(this.getSharedPreferences(“KEY_PREFS”, 0).getInt(TextUtils.
getDailyKey(), 0) > 2) {
   this.showLastScreen(new Intent(((Context)this), ShowURL.class));
  }

 // check airplane mode is not enabled

  if(Settings$System.getInt(this.getContentResolver(), “airplane_mode_on”, 
0) != 0) {

   this.showAirplaneDialog();

   }

  else {

  // show dialog asking to send SMS messages

   this.setContentView(0x7F030001);  // layout:main

   DevReg.sendOpening(((Context)this));

  ...

• Riskware/AndroidOSFictus: This is a legitimate diabetes management application wrapped up 
in a questionable adware installer. The installer starts by installing the adkit (banners, interstitial 
ads etc.), then it installs the real diabetes application, and fi nally hides itself (it does not uninstall 
itself). The problem is that you won’t be able to install the real diabetes application unless you 
have clicked on the adkit’s activity asking you to install ‘app of the day’ or support their 
sponsors (see Figure 4). 

try {
 // get the name of the real diabetes package to install from the assets/
applications directory

 fi lename = this.getAssets().list(“applications”)[0];

 // get the fi lesize of the package

 fi lesizemb = ((double)(this.getAssets().open(“applications/” + fi lename).
available() / 0x100000));

}

catch(Exception v0) {

 Log.e(“tag”, v0.getMessage());

}

// InstallTypeActivity is an activity to initiate the adkit
Intent intent = new Intent(((Context)this), InstallTypeActivity.class);

// When the adkit is installed, the riskware will resume and call this class

// which installs the real applications

intent.putExtra(“APPWALL_ACTION”, “fulledition.com.szyk.diabetes.
KittyFinishActivity”);
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// Messages to display in the adkit
intent.putExtra(“PARAMETER_ONE”, this.getString(0x7F060027));  // 
string:adpath_title_one “You are trying to install”
intent.putExtra(“PARAMETER_TWO”, fi lename);
intent.putExtra(“PARAMETER_THREE”, “(“ + String.format(“%.2f”, Double.
valueOf(fi lesizemb)) + “ MB)”);

• Many other apps are borderline: they do provide information for diabetes but with lots of ads 
(34a605a3acbe4e090d2d5c9e308f0834062cce79f348cb7747d28ab49838dea0), or they 
claim to be a diabetes app but do not do anything at all (e.g. 901602a7153b79a0a0e7edf8c8
b3b5ca71e95d2a783e2a63e139ce0187aa8312). For example, in between providing a few 
pieces of diabetes advice, Riskware/Heyzap!Android (Figure 5) regularly shows advertisements 
and tracks the victim (IP address, GPS location, installed apps) (Figure 6). 

 Figure 4: The AndroidOSFictus adware 
prevents the end-user from installing a 

diabetes management app until s/he has 
installed one of the following apps. (Sample 
SHA256: a18a5594558e08472df75f6ae2cc
2c61f1897f0a97df7fd38abba3827191b86e.)

Figure 5: Riskware/Heyzap!Android embeds 
a diabetes advice application. (Sample 

SHA256: 34a605a3acbe4e090d2d5c9e308f08
34062cce79f348cb7747d28ab49838dea0.)
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Figure 6: Riskware/Heyzap!Android leaking IP address of device (plaintext).

The conclusion is twofold:

1. The good news: so far, we haven’t found any malware directly impacting diabetes or a 
glucose sensor. There is no malware trying to modify glucose readings, no attack/denial of 
service/exploit of glucose readers or sensors, no malware stealing diabetic measures or 
related health data to be used or sold by unethical individuals or companies.

2. The bad news: there are many fake applications and adware posing as diabetic management 
apps, diabetic advice, diabetic stats, nutritional facts, etc. Getting infected by one of these 
usually does not impact the patient’s health, but it uses their medical condition to push 
unethical advertisement practices. For example, if an end-user fi nds an application useful to 
control his/her diabetes, s/he will probably put up with viewing many ads.

Finally, note that mobile ransomware, while not listed in this study, may have a severe impact on a 
diabetic end-user: the smartphone is locked and cannot be used to monitor blood glucose levels until 
the phone has been uninfected.

DARKNET
The Darknet is well known for the illegal activities it offers [18, 19]. In fact, not all websites and 
services on the Darknet are necessarily illegal, but its anonymity, encryption and distributed 
architecture have attracted many criminals.
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For patients with diabetes, this opens up an additional set of threats that we detail below.

Theft of medical records

Medical records are extremely valuable because they contain a person’s name, address, national 
identity numbers (e.g. Social Security), and medical history. Besides the apparent attack of 
blackmailing people by threatening to leak their medical records, medical records are valuable to 
criminals because of other types of attacks they can help facilitate.

One of those types of attacks is identity theft, which is used to open bank accounts and apply for 
credit cards and loans. Buying stolen credit cards is becoming diffi cult for attackers because the 
credit card industry is getting very good at fi nding and stopping fraudulent transactions. However, 
stolen medical records have all the information an attacker may need to steal someone’s identity, get 
credit cards and loans in their name. Stolen medical records typically sell for $103 per record 
(compared to $3 per record for a stolen credit card). Online marketplaces have a signifi cantly higher 
price, but online sellers typically negotiate a lower price.

Figure 7: Healthcare database for sale on mirror of Wall Street marketplace, in 2018.

Attackers will typically claim they are breaking into organizations that have access to medical 
tracking software. In October 2018, a user of thedarkoverlord posted a picture of a stolen medical 
record database as evidence that he had stolen medical records in his possession.
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Figure 8: Medical records for sale on thedarkoverlord, October 2018.

The username, the marketplace and item are no longer available for sale so we cannot confi rm if this 
is correct. However, the data does appear to be from a medical offi ce.

Medicine

Users attempting to buy medicine and other drugs from the Darknet is nothing new. Some have 
estimated that the Darknet is the most prominent commerce location available for drugs in most 
countries. A casual user will quickly come across multiple sites that are selling drugs. A new wave of 
prescription drugs is being purchased illegally by users who cannot afford the medicine through 
traditional and legal pharmacies, but who desperately need it.

In some cases, the medicine is purchased cheaply because of connections or discounts from the 
sellers. In other cases, the medicine may be cheaper in a different country but has been illegally 
exported. Lantus is a popular insulin supplemental medicine. According to Pharmacy Times, the 
typical cost for this and similar medicine is around $400. The same medicine, in the same dosage, is 
being sold on the Darknet for $149 (Figure 9). 

Humalog Kwikpen [20] is an insulin device given to people who have type 2 diabetes. At the time 
writing, the authors of this paper checked with fi ve national insurance companies, including those 
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offered under the United States Affordable Healthcare Act (commonly referred to as ObamaCare), 
and each of them covered the medicine for patients in the United States for approximately $95. 
Observe in Figure 10 the medicine is being sold on the Darknet for approximately $92. One can 
observe this medicine is primarily being advertised to buyers from the United States. In all 
likelihood, no one is going to buy this medicine from an illegal source just to save a few dollars. 
However, for those who have no healthcare insurance, the cost of the medicine is around $360. 
According to [21], there are 44 million people in the United States that do not have any form of 
health insurance. There are also an additional 38 million people who have inadequate insurance. It is 
crucial to remember that users of this medicine need an ongoing supply for the rest of their lives. If 
they do not take it, they will be taking a signifi cant and perhaps even fatal risk.

Figure 10: Humalog Kwikpen (fast-acting insulin) sold at a bargain price for patients with no 
healthcare insurance.

Figure 9: Insulin supplement sold at low cost on Nightmare, May 2019.
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We also found several other diabetes-related medicines for sale: Gabapentin pills used for the 
treatment of neuropathic pain caused by diabetic neuropathy, Metformin to decrease the amount of 
sugar the intestine absorbs and make the body more sensitive to insulin, etc.

Figure 11: Gabapentin, typically used to treat neuropathic pain.

Figure 12: Other diabetic treatments found on the DreamMarket, January 2019.

Medicine sold for more complicated treatment is often more diffi cult to fi nd. Invokana is advertised 
as the only type 2 diabetes medicine approved by the United States government to help lower A1C 
and reduce the risk of major cardiovascular events such as strokes and heart attacks. The retail price 
of this medicine can easily reach over $600. The screenshot shown in Figure 13, which was taken on 
29 May 2019 from the Silk Roads 3.0 marketplace, shows the medicine being sold for $150 to $290 
(price varies depending on dosage).

Of course, one of the things we do not know is whether this medicine is real. As reported in [22], 
often the medicine is legitimate and being sold after having been purchased in a country that has 
lower prices, or it may have been stolen or obtained through other means of fraud. Yet, there have 
been several cases where the medicine quality was reduced, mixed in with other products, or even 
fake. In February 2019, [23] reported that school pupils from Sussex in the UK purchased 
anti-anxiety pills which probably also contained Fentanyl, a powerful but dangerous painkiller.
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CONCLUSION

The security and privacy of IoT is often close to non-existent. On investigating this connected 
glucose sensor it came as a nice surprise to fi nd clear signs that the vendor had paid attention to this 
aspect. We summarize the major issues we found:

• Anybody can read the records from the connected glucose sensor. In some situations, the mere 
fact of wearing a glucose sensor for diabetes can be considered as sensitive information. This is 
a design issue as there is no authentication/pairing mechanism. On the other hand, it is probably 
important to keep the sensor readable by doctors/nurses treating the patient.

• The offi cial application stops using the sensor after exactly 14 days, whereas the sensor could be 
used for a longer period. There are medical reasons for limiting the wear time, nonetheless this 
choice looks close to planned obsolescence when the patient could choose to get extra time, or 
the sensor could be packaged just to change the soft needle.

• End-users need to be cautious about the source from which they download their diabetes 
applications because malicious diabetes applications exist (not just one or two, but several). The 
malicious apps we have found so far do not impact the victim’s health, but they use diabetes as a 
means to get trusted and installed on the smartphone.

Figure 13: Invokana sold on the Silk Roads 3.0 marketplace.
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• There is evidence of medical records being sold underground, in particular for identity theft. 
This issue will affect everyone, but a full, detailed, medical record of a diabetic patient is likely 
to sell at a higher price because of its freshness.

• Lots of diabetic treatments are sold underground, usually at cheaper prices. While it appears the 
medicine is often real, diabetic patients face the risk of reduced quality, or even poisoning.
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